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Abstract
To detect and annotate the key events of live sports
videos, we need to tackle the semantic gaps of audio-visual
information. Previous work has successfully extracted se-
mantic from the time-stamped web match reports, which are
synchronized with the video contents. However, web and
social media articles with no time-stamps have not been
fully leveraged, despite they are increasingly used to com-
plement the coverage of major sporting tournaments. This
paper aims to address this limitation using a novel multi-
modal summarization framework that is based on sentiment
analysis and players’ popularity. It uses audiovisual con-
tents, web articles, blogs, and commentators’ speech to au-
tomatically annotate and visualize the key events and key
players in a sports tournament coverage. The experimental
results demonstrate that the automatically generated video
summaries are aligned with the events identified from the
official website match reports.
1. Introduction
Major sports tournaments are widely covered by multi-
modal information, including broadcast TV and web arti-
cles, while worldwide fans like to discuss interesting topics
via blogs, and share exciting video clips online. With this
information torrent, sports fans have a lot of media varieties
to follow a tournament and develop new social connections,
thus reducing their time in watching a full match. An au-
tomatic system that can summarize and visualize the key
events and key players of a sports tournament will improve
users experience.
Sports highlights can be generally identified by detecting
slow motion replay scenes [3], while specific sports events,
such as a soccer goal, can be detected automatically based
on machine-learning analysis of patterns in specific audio-
visual features [10]. Play segments have been widely ac-
cepted as the basic semantic event unit that contains a par-
ticular self-contained story, thus video key segments can
be obtained based on the sematic importance of each play
segment [7]. However, to extract the semantic content of
a video segment in a descriptive manner, we need to ana-
lyze the audio and visual signals into textual contents and
apply some text analysis techniques to recognize semanti-
cally important keywords. This can be achieved via speech
recognition, or optical characters recognition.
The semantic gaps in audiovisual features have been
well documented [8], motivating the use of external con-
tents [4]. Sports fans and journalists generally share
many common interests, as such trends in social insights
would represent events of global users’ interests. Hence,
web social media, such as match reports, editorial arti-
cles, and blogs, can be used to help automatically anno-
tate sports videos and complement the existing solutions
for detecting video key events based on audio-visual analy-
sis. Some recent attempts have been made to analyze time-
stamped match reports, and use them in identifying seman-
tic events of a video. The web and video contents are syn-
chronized based on the extraction of time from web arti-
cles, and super-imposed scoreboards in broadcasted sports
videos [9]. However, they have not used web articles with
no time-stamps, such as blogs and twitters, whereas these
types of social media are becoming more prominent to re-
veal users’ interests.
Most of the state-of-the-art approaches in using text anal-
ysis for video events detection have used domain-specific
keywords. These techniques need a tailored dictionary for
each sports genre, and may not leverage generic descriptive
words that often can reveal the significance and excitement
of the current play segment. For example, when the com-
mentator makes a statement like ”what a magnificent play
by Federer”, the segment should contain a highlight, even it
contains no sports-related keyword.
Based on the discussion so far, we have identified three
important challenges to extend the current achievements:
1. How do we use non time-stamped web contents, in-
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cluding social media, and incorporate them into iden-
tifying important contents in a sports match?
2. How do we develop a domain-independent approach
in analyzing the important keywords?
3. How do we develop a multi-modal analysis framework
to automatically detect, annotate, and visualize sports
summaries in match and tournament levels?
This paper aims to address these challenges, while mak-
ing contributions to the current achievements in video
events detection, text analysis, and multi-modal summariza-
tion and visualization. For the experiment, tennis tourna-
ment broadcasts are used as a case study due to its world-
wide popularity, thus maximizing the impact, and to test the
non-time-stamped game structure. Furthermore, it is gen-
erally more difficult to detect highlights in tennis games as
we cannot simply detect specific keyword-based highlights
such as “goal”, “foul”, etc. This work is also one of the few
attempts to summarize sports videos in the level of a tour-
nament, as most current research work usually focuses on
match-level summarization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
the overall system framework, and describes the first two
modules: video/text alignment and social media classifica-
tion, while Section 3 focuses on the text analysis module.
Section 4 discusses the summarization process. Section 5
analyzes the experimental results, and Section 6 provides
conclusion and directions for future work.
2. System Framework
A multi-modal sports video summarization system is
proposed. This domain-independent system aims to sum-
marize a sports event at different levels of matches and
tournament by analyzing textual information extracted from
multiple resources, and identify important contents in a
sports video.
Figure 1 depicts the conceptual framework of the pro-
posed system, which consists of three key modules:
Video/Text Alignment Module identifies the boundaries
of play segments as the basic/smallest semantic units
From each play segment, the speech transcript is ex-
tracted to reveal what the commentators said during
the game;
Social Media Classification Module performs Web and
social media crawling, and classify the social media
into the corresponding matches using the features ex-
tracted from the match-specific articles.
Text Analysis Module serves as the core of the proposed
summarization system, which evaluates the interest-
ingness of the sports at different levels of segmented
clips, including points, games, matches, or the entire
tournament. The interestingness value is evaluated by
analyzing textual data extracted from the videos and
crawled from the Web by utilizing natural language
processing and sentiment analysis techniques;
Based on the outputs of all modules, the system identi-
fies the key players and key events during a sports match
and tournament. The details of the first two modules will
be described here, while the text analysis module will be
discussed in the next section.
2.1. Video/Text Alignment Module
Super-imposed texts on sports video are used by broad-
casters to describe some important information about the
current match to allow viewers keep track on what is cur-
rently happening and being reminded of what has previ-
ously been happening [6]. In tennis videos, the score-line
can keep track of the match progress and identify the bound-
ary of all play segments.
A play segment contains the scenes where the ball is in
play. In tennis, every time a play is completed, it marks
the completion of a point (i.e. 15, 30, 40, Advantage), and
depending on the current score, the boundaries of a game
(i.e. 1 to 6, up to 7) and set (1 to 5) can be identified. A
match boundary is determined by player change.
However, we found that a score change cannot always
accurately detect the start and end of a play, as the score-
board can be displayed in between two play segments. As
such, a tennis point segment needs be corrected to cover
the serve (i.e. start-of-play), the score change (i.e. end-of-
play), and the slow motion replay scene. Figure 2 illustrates
the process of correcting play boundaries to take this struc-
ture into account.
By observing the audio energy levels, each of the start
and end positions of a segment is adjusted to the time where
a relatively silent subsegment occurs. This strategy uses the
fact that in tennis custom, the umpire always requires spec-
tators to be quiet before a serve and until the ball is out
of play. This observation is consistent with the result of
another study showing significant correlation between ”si-
lence” and ”ball hits” classification in tennis audio [2].
For our implementation, optical characters
recognition was performed using Tesseract OCR
(http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/) to extract the
on-screen scoreboards into characters, which can be ana-
lyzed into numbers or letters and then used for revealing the
current score-line after applying a simple post-processing
to correct the characters.
After video segmentation, the system correlates the
(play) segments’ time-stamps with the subtitle time-stamps,
and builds a database of each play segment and its commen-
tator’s speech contents such as the one shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. System Framework
Figure 2. Audio Structure of a Tennis Point and the Segment Cor-
rection Process
Match Time Int Speech Transcription
20-1-2 10665 2 I can’t get over how quick these games are going
20-1-2 10755 1 And that is not a fast serve either
20-1-2 10779 0 And that is the consistency we were talking about
20-1-2 10805 3 Three consecutive break of serve so she would be
looking for a hold to break that trend
(a)
20-1-2 10855 4 That’s the advantage that all the top players get,
because they play basically all their matches on
either Rod Laver Arena or Hisense Arena
20-1-2 11025 0 Is it just me or have the grunts got louder again
(b)
Table 1. A Sample of Video and Text Alignment with Time Tags
and Interestingness Values
2.2. Social Media Classification Module
Web news and social media can be used to reveal the
interestingness of sports games. An interesting game usu-
ally charges public’s attentions. The discussions related to
such an interesting game are usually alive. In contrast, a
less interesting game will die quickly in the sight of pub-
lic because they have nothing interesting to talk about. The
aim of social media classification in the proposed system is
to utilise the rich textual information from (less structured)
web blogs and combine it with web news to identify impor-
tant events and players during a sport tournaments.
To extract the features of a document, we applied some
text preprocessing, including noise removal, stopwords re-
moval, word stemming, and term grouping. The weight w
of a term is defined by the multiplication result of tf × idf ,
a common method for feature extraction from text.
The next step is to classify the articles from web news
and social media to their respective (tennis) match based
on the content similarity. We employ cosine distance [1]
as the similarity metric. Compared to other measurement,
cosine distance measures the similarity of two articles by
the angle between the two documents vector, the similarity
score is between [0,1] with 0 being the most dissimilar and
1 being the most similar. As some articles and blogs can
discuss about multiple matches, this method can assign one
article to multiple videos as long as they are similar. When
the similarity measure is below an empirically set threshold
value, an article will not be assigned with the match video.
3. Text Analysis Module
Using the video/text alignment database, the system de-
termines if a play segment is interesting by analyzing the
aligned text. If the text contains many interesting elements,
the play is interesting. In the same way, we can also deter-
mine the interestingness of a match by counting how many
interesting play segments it contains and how strong these
interesting clips are.
Figure 3 shows the text analysis ladder, stepping-up from
the sentence level to the aligned play segment level, the
Figure 3. Text Analysis Ladder for Summarization
match level, and eventually the tournament level. However,
this text analysis ladder only applies for the text extracted
from videos, not from Web and social media. There is no
such a precise alignment existing between the contents of
social media (such as blogs) and video segments. Thus,
the primary (prioritized) source of information in our text
analysis are web articles that describe a match. The follow-
ing sub-sections will discuss in details how interestingness
measures are calculated.
3.1. Sentiment Analysis for Interestingness Evalua-
tion
From a large sample of broadcast sports videos, we ob-
served that the interestingness level of a game can be re-
vealed from the terms used by the commentator(s). For
example, Table 1 (a) shows that when a game was more
interesting or exciting, many emotional adverbs and adjec-
tives were used more strongly and frequently, such as “how
quick ... these games”, “fast serve”, and “three consecutive
breaks”; whereas, less emotional terms were used when the
game was less interesting. Table 1 (b) shows how commen-
tators talked outside of the scope of what actually happened
in the video and offered their personal opinion on certain
topics, such as the arena, and the grunts during the tourna-
ment, when the play is less interesting. As such, the first
factor of interestingness is the polarity at the sentence level,
which can be evaluated by counting the number of emo-
tional terms appearing in a sentence:
pol(s) =
∑
ti∈~s
v(ti) (1)
where pol(s) denotes the polarity value of the sentence s, t
is a term in the vector of ~s, and v(t) is a function evaluating
the polarity of t. v(t) returns 2 if t is a strong adverb or
adjective, returns 1 if a weak adverb or adjective, or 0 if
not an adverb or adjective. As a result, the line with time
stamp 10665 in Table 1 (a) has a polarity value of 2, line
with 10755 only has a value of 1, and line with 10855 has
a large polarity value of 4 because more strong emotional
terms appears in it.
By aggregating the polarity values of all sentences s ∈
τ(p) (where τ(p) is a function returning the text captured
from the speech given by the commentator(s) during a play-
segment p), the polarity of a play-segment pol(p) can be
evaluated. By laddering up with the same mechanism, we
aggregate the pol(p) for all p in a match m to evaluate the
match polarity pol(m).
In our implementation of the proposed model, the
subjectivity lexicon generated by OpinionFinder (see
http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/) was employed to measure
the sentiments and their polarities. The OpinionFinder sub-
jectivity lexicon is a large repository including 8221 lex-
icons with weak or strong polarity specifications. This
proposed method is domain-independent because no expert
knowledge is applied to mark sports specific keywords.
3.2. Name-Entity Extraction for Player Popularity
Entity extraction techniques can identify person, loca-
tion, organization, and other semantically important con-
cepts [5]. In sports context, players can be used as the centre
point of attention as users’ interest usually revolve around a
particular player, especially when the sports game is mainly
individual (i.e. one versus another) like tennis. Based on
a comprehensive observation, we found that when a game
was interesting, the commentators’ speech and web social
media were often focused on the key players who were play-
ing (in the current match). At the time a game was less inter-
esting, the frequency of the key players’ names was consid-
erably lower, comparing with that of other names. Instead,
the commentator(s) usually use other stories to attract au-
diences to keep their attention. Based on this observation,
it is assumed that the frequency of the key players’ names
appearing in the sports context is a factor revealing the in-
terestingness of the game, as well as the distribution of dif-
ferent names’ frequencies in the context.
Based on this assumption, the system measures the pop-
ularity pop of an entity e (a player in this case) in a sentence
s by simply counting its frequency: pop(e, s) = freq(e, s).
By laddering up with the same mechanism, the popularity
of e at the play-segment level pop(e, p) can be measured by
aggregating the pop(e, s) for all s in the text of p. Finally,
we can evaluate pop(e,m), the popularity of player e in a
match m, by aggregating the pop(e, p) for play segments
e played. The normalized form of pop(e,m) can then be
described as:
npop(e,m) =
pop(e,m)∑
ej∈E freq(ej , τ(m))
(2)
where E denotes the set of all players in the tournament.
Theoretically the value of npop(e,m) is between [0,1].
If a player is not mentioned in the context, his (her) popular-
ity is 0. If only one player is mentioned in the context of a
match, the player receives the highest popularity value of 1.
In the real-world, the highest value of popularity should not
happen because no sport games play with just one player.
Thus, an interesting game, especially an individual game
having only two players against each other, has their players
sharing the full popularity, and having the popularity values
close to 0.5.
To evaluate the interestingness of an individual match,
the top two popularity values are chosen for the key players.
For team-based matches like soccer, the number of popular-
ity values considered depends on the number of players in a
team.
4. Multi-level Summarization of Sports Videos
Summarization of sports videos can be achieved using
different viewpoints. When summarizing a tournament,
users may want to just watch the most interesting (or most
boring) matches, or the most popular players, etc. When
summarizing a specific match, users are usually interested
with the the most interesting moments in the match. Using
the outputs of the proposed method to evaluate the senti-
ment polarity and player popularity, the system can achieve
summarization of sports games at match and tournament
levels.
4.1. Summarizing a Match
The summarization at the sentence level should be made
first before summarizing at the play segment, a match, or
a whole tournament level, according to the mechanism de-
picted in Fig. 3. Based on the justifications discussed in
Section 3, the interestingness int of a sentence can be eval-
uated, giving consideration of both sentiment polarity and
the key players’ popularity:
int(s) = npol(s) +
∑
ek∈ρ(m) npop(ek, s)
|ρ(m)| (3)
where ρ(m) is a function returning all the players perform-
ing in match m.
Npol(s) is the normalized form of pol(s) and is calcu-
lated by:
npol(s) =
pol(s)
max{s,si}⊆τ(m)(pol(si))
(4)
maxsi∈m(pol(si)) is a function returning the max polarity
value of sentences occurring in τ(m) that contains s as well.
npop(p, s) is the normalized form of pop(p, s) and is cal-
culated by:
npop(p, s) =
pop(p, s)
max{s,si}⊆τ(m)(pop(p, si))
(5)
maxsi∈m(pop(p, si)) is a function returning the max pop-
ularity value of sentences occurring in τ(m) that contains s
as well.
The interestingness of a play segment can then be evalu-
ated by aggregating the values of its containing sentences:
int(p) =
∑
s∈τ(p)
int(s) (6)
With the evaluation of play segment’s interestingness
and the text/video alignment table displayed in Table 1, a
match can be summarized by a chart with a curve plotting
to describe the interestingness flow of the match. Figure 5
illustrates a sample summarization of a match, whereby the
top graph indicates the most interesting moments in the
game based on the temporal flow of the play segments’ in-
terestingness score. Next to the graph, each of the highlight
segments (i.e. top N play segments) are described by the in-
terestingness value, the key frames and the contents of com-
mentators’ speech. The links to the related web and social
articles are also displayed to enrich the story of the match.
4.2. Summarizing a Tournament
A tournament can be summarized by expanding the view
from the match level to the tournament level, as depicted in
Fig. 3. With the interestingness values of play segments are
measured, one single value of interestingness can also be
calculated and assigned to a match:
int(m) = intσ(m) +
∑
p∈m
int(p) (7)
where σ indicates the evaluation of social media and
intσ(m) =
polσ(m)
maxmi∈T polσ(mi)
+
∑
p∈ρ(m) npopσ(e,m)
|ρ(m)|
where
npopσ(e,m) =
popσ(e,m)
maxek∈ρ(m)
(8)
A tournament can then be summarized, after evaluating
the interestingness of all containing matches. Figure 4 de-
picts the summarization of Australian Open 2010 tourna-
ment by plotting the interestingness flow of all matches,
showing the most interesting matches, and the top (i.e. most
popular) players.
4.3. Summarizing the Top Players
The performance of a player in the whole tournament can
also be summarized, based on the player’s popularity values
calculated by Eq. (5) and (8):
npop(e,m) = npopσ(e,m) + npop(e,m) (9)
Figure 4. Summarization of a Tournament
Figure 5. Summarization of a Match
where
npop(e,m) =
pop(e,m)
maxei∈ρ(T )(pop(ei,m))
pop(e,m) =
∑
s∈τ(m)
npop(e, s)
Figure 6. Summarization of a Player
Figure 6 depicts the player summary of Roger Federer
in the tournament of Australian Open 2010. One may see
from the summarization that Roger had the most exciting
performance on the 25 January, against Leyton Hewitt, who
was the tournament host’s popular player.
5. Results and Analysis
The proposed system framework has been fully imple-
mented and tested using a large set of tennis videos from the
Australian Open 2010 tournament, and the related web and
blogs media coverage. The experiment results have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our algorithms in detecting and
annotating the key events and important players in the tour-
nament. In this section, we will outline the details of our
experiment and analyze the findings.
5.1. Data for Experiments
The video, audio, and transcript data used in this exper-
iment were captured from Channel 7 Australia’s digital TV
broadcast of the Australian Open 2010 tennis tournament. It
should be noted that not all matches in the tournament were
broadcasted, and not all broadcasted matches were recorded
by our system. The final dataset covers 33 matches (from
both men’s and women’s singles) and consists of around 66
hours of recording, spanning from the 20th to the 31st of
January, 2010.
The web and social media used in the experiment con-
sists of 1,250 articles collected from 278 sources of web and
social media, including the official website, official blogs,
national and international news media and blogs which dis-
cuss about the Australian Open 2010 tournament from the
14th Jan to the 4st of Feb, 2010 (to cover the discussions
before and after the tournament). Some of the most impor-
tant sources selected in our experiment are: ABC Australia,
Australian Open official website, BBC, Breitbart blogs,
CNN, Daily Mail, ESPN, SMH, Herald Sun, LA Times,
New York Times, NineMSN, Reuters, and Yahoo news.
5.2. Experimental Results
Based on Fig. 4, the system automatically identifies that
the most important top matches from the video data set are:
1) Serena Williams vs. Victoria Azarenka, which marked
a remarkable comeback from Serena who otherwise had a
bad tournament so far); 2) Fernando Verdasco vs. Nikolay
Davydenko, which was the most memorable longest match
in the tournament, and 3) Roger Federer vs. Andy Murray,
which was the final match for men single. To demonstrate
the importance of these matches, we identified that the first
top match had 1,220,000 results from Google search, com-
pared to the 116,000 search results from the 9th top match
(Dellacqua vs. Williams), indicating that the top match is
more important and has been widely covered. Similarly, the
second and third top matches had 1,120,000 and 4,910,000
results accordingly. The Google searches were performed
on 17 Aug 2010 using the search term: ”player name 1 vs.
player name 2 (Australian open 2010)”.
To verify the top players, 1) Roger Federer, 2) Niko-
lay Davydenko, and 3) Jo-Wilfried Songa have 14,800,000;
2,200,000; and 4,320,000 results from Google Search re-
spectively. This is compared to the 1,070,000 results found
for the 9th placed player.
It should be noted that the interestingness values had
been normalized to reduce the effect of uneven video data
set for different players. For example, Federer is top per-
former not because there were more videos recorded con-
taining his matches, but because the quality of his perfor-
mance and his popularity throughout the tournament. More-
over, the top popular players are covered more highlight
matches. This demonstrates the benefits of combining the
players’ popularity scores and the play segments’ interest-
ingness scores to determine the most exciting matches in
the tournament.
To verify the automatically detected key events for each
match, we have used the official web site’s match report
as the base line. To perform the evaluation, we manually
segmented the web match report into the paragraphs and
sections for each set, and look for the matching key events
from the system. Based on the observations, we found that
the proposed system was able to find the key events in tennis
matches which directly correspond to the events reported in
the web match report. This is despite the fact that the system
did not directly use match reports to identify the key events
as they cannot be synchronized with the video segments due
to the absence of time stamps in the report. The followings
will show evidences of the direct alignments between our
summarization results and the official match report using
some examples of the top 3 matches. For each evidence,
the first line shows the web match report while the second
line shows the commentator’s speech from the correspond-
ing highlight segments, which were automatically detected
by the system.
For the Federer vs. Murray final men single match, the
system has produced 13 highlights and all of them represent
the key moments described in the web match report. For
example:
Evidence 1 (Set 1) Murray found himself down a break at
0-2 in the first set before rallying to break back and then
level at 2-2.
There is certainly good signs here for Andy Mur-
ray, after that 2-deficit in the first two games. Fed-
erer now finding it a little more difficult to pene-
trate. Now two break points for Murray.
Evidence 2 He (Federer) produced a superb backhand
winner down the line to convert a single break point against
Murray’s serve in the eighth game to lead 5-3.
Look how fine that one-hander and go down the
line for a cold winner. Look how fine he cut that,
Federer. He s pretty good ...
For the Verdasco vs. Davydenko match, the system pro-
duced 12 highlights, and they all represent the important
parts of the match as reported on the web match report. For
example:
Evidence 3 (Set 1) ... Davydenko realised that he had to
keep the ball on Verdasco’s backhand side or he would be
spending the match ducking for cover.
Greater defence from Davydenko. Finally fails at
the end of the rally but Verdasco has a bit of a fear
factor right now ...
Evidence 4 (Set 3) Verdasco, down two sets and with noth-
ing to lose, came out firing in the third set. Big serves and
a return to the booming forehands down the line revived the
crowd and Verdascos support staff.
There has been so many free points and so many
double faults and so many unforced errors he has
not been able to get into that rhythm of playing ...
and proving how tough he is ...
For the Williams vs. Azarenka match, the system pro-
duced 16 highlights, which are all aligned with the match
reports. For example:
Figure 7. Comparison of audio-based and our interestingness mea-
sure
Evidence 5 (Set 1) Williams was troubled by the 20-year-
old from the beginning as she had her serve broken in the
opening game of the match.
To think she had not been broken until the first
game out here today and the entire tournament
and now she’s in a deep hole here. A credit to
Azarenka ...
Evidence 6 (Set 2) But, just as the crowd sensed a second
upset following Venus Williams departure at the hands of
Li Na Serena struck back.
There s the break, the first of them. She s hanging
on ... With Venus out, Li Na going through ...
During interesting plays in tennis matches, the crowd
and commentator usually gets excited, thereby the audio ex-
citement level can measure the interestingness of a game.
Figure 7 demonstrates that our system can detect the key
events in the Federer vs. Murray match, which are not nec-
essarily accompanied with audio excitement.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented a multi-modal framework to
automatically detect and annotate key events and top play-
ers in broadcasted sports videos from a match and tourna-
ment coverage. The proposed method is novel as it is one
of the first attempt to use match reports, web articles, and
blogs which have no time-stamps, and thereby cannot be
synchronized with the corresponding audiovisual contents.
Moreover, our algorithms in extracting key events and key
players are based on sentiments and players’ popularity, in-
stead of relying on sports-specific keywords that have been
mainly used in state-of-the-art approaches, thus ensuring ro-
bustness of the proposed approach.
The system has been fully implemented and the exper-
iment was conducted comprehensively using a large video
data set (33 matches) from the Australian Open 2010 tour-
nament, and 278 sources of web articles and blogs. The
results have shown that the proposed framework is able to
successfully detect the important players and key events,
and use the various modalities to create an appealing vi-
sualization.
For our future work, we will test the robustness of the
framework for different sports tournaments, and conduct
a comprehensive user tests to determine whether the key
events and top players are aligned with their views (espe-
cially if the user is a regular follower of the tournament),
and whether the generated summary visualizations are ap-
pealing for them. We also aim to measure the impact of our
proposed multi-modal summary on how it can change the
way that users follow sports tournaments using a one-stop
service, particularly in mobile settings.
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